
Pelham Energy Committee Minutes 

April 10, 2018 

Called to order: 7:30 pm 

History Room, Pelham Community Center 

Present: Stan Swiercz, John Larsen, Peter Hepler, Alisa Peterson and Caitlin Dragun-Bianchi 

Notetaker: Alisa Pearson 

1. April 03 minutes not available  
 

2. CCE Orientation Outreach: 

 Abbie Jenks sent out CCE orientation announcement to her email list  

 Jodi will send it to the library list  

 Tony sent announcement to Nextdoor  

 John will do one to next-door next week  

 Peter Hepler is looking to have personal conversations; spoke with David Gross. Joe 
Larson and hasn't responded to email. 

 Alisa will reach out to Dana McDonald, and announce on Next-door. 

 Slate article is in final form. 

 Library needs a CCE poster  

 John will ask the school about Pelham Press and whether EC can put information in 
cubbies  

 EC would like to make 250 copies of the CCE materials 

 In talking about CCE orientation, we can say “I am excited about the possibilities for 
Pelham. CCE is about exploring local renewable energy sources and conservation. 
Come find out more and ask lots of questions and then the full text of the CCE orientation 
that we’re offering."  

3. Solar hot water challenge 

 May 31 is the last day to sign up for the solar hot water challenge. Discussion about 
whether everybody qualifies for a 0% loan. We need to consult the HCG website about 
this. 

 No meet the installer date yet. 
4. Community Choice Energy 

 The TM warrant article about CCE has no appropriation connected to it. 

 Stan will be meeting with Paul Fenn. That meeting is rescheduled because Paul was 
sick.  

 The CCE task force is supposed to meet April 18 for an hour and a half. Tony has 
questions about the CCE which can be asked there. 

 UMASS students should be finished assessing Pelham for solar based on GIS maps by 
the end of April, or early May. EC disappointed that CPA funds cannot be used for solar. 
EC having trouble finding solar grants, considering a letter to Rosenberg, McGovern, 
Gold-Stein Rose and other elected officials about this. 

5. Tony thinks it will be between $2000 and $3000 for sensors. If TM approves the EC warrant article, 
EC can decide whether to use that or whether to ask the Friends to support the purchase of sensors. 

 

 


